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ABSTRACT

Echoic responses, which reuse portions of the texts uttered
in the preceding turns, abound in dialogues, although semanti-
cally they contribute little new information. Earlier, we con-
ducted a corpus-based analysis on echoic responses occurring
in real-life dialogues, and examined their informational and di-
alogue-coordinating functions in connection with their tempo-
ral/prosodic features. The present study attempts to complement
this observational approachwith an experimental approach, where
particular prosodic/temporal features of echoic responses can be
studied in a more controlled and focused manner. In combina-
tion, the two lines of analyses provide an evidence that (1) echoic
responses with different timings, intonations, pitches, and speeds
signal different degrees in which the speakers have integrated the
repeated information into their prior knowledge, and (2) the di-
alogue-coordinating functions of echoic responses vary with the
speaker's integration rates signaled by these prosodic/temporal
cues.

1. INTRODUCTION

An echoic response is an utterance in which a speaker reuses
a portion of the text uttered by another in the preceding turn.
We invariably do this when we talk, though we know seman-
tically it contributes little new information. This paper studies
the functions of echoic responses from the dialogue-coordinating
perspective and the informational perspective.

From a dialogue-coordinating perspective, we ask how echoic
responses in a dialogue contribute toward the coordination of the
dialogue to a speci®c goal, particularly to the goal of information-
sharing. Clark and Shaeffer [3] separate out the information-
sharing aspect of the coordinating functions of utterances as their
grounding functions. Traum [12] lists seven different ªgrounding
actsº including acknowledgment and repair-initiation, that may be
performed in an interactive dialogue. Though they consider only
acknowledgment for echoic responses, Beun [1] and Walker [14]
suggest that both acknowledgment and repair-initiation should be
admitted to the varietyof grounding functions of echoic responses.

From an informational perspective, we ask what information is
carried by the occurrence of an echoic response during a conver-
sation. Even if an echoic response adds little information to the
topic of a proceeding conversation, it may still carry signi®cant
information at themeta-level, namely, information concerning the
conversation process itself, as opposed to the topic of the conver-
sation [5, 4, 8].

Since an echoic response is a reuse of an already uttered text,
both the informational contribution and the grounding function
of an echoic response must originate from its features other than

its text. This characteristics of an echoic response makes it a
good candidate for investigating the contributions of prosodic and
temporal features of speech to the proceeding of a dialogue. Our
main hypotheses to be examined in this paper are the following:

Main Hypotheses

A. The prosodic and temporal features of an echoic response
carry information about the degree in which the speaker
has integrated the repeated information into her body of
knowledge.

B. An echoic response can havemore than one grounding func-
tions due to the variability of the speaker's integration rates
signaled by these cues.

Suppose a speaker says, ªThen go to Keage station,º and another
speaker responds by saying, ªKeage.º The ®rst speaker is trying
to give a piece of information about where the second speaker
should go for the next destination. At the time of producing her
echoic response, however, the second speaker may or may not
have succeeded in assimilating the part of the information that
she repeats, namely, the part represented by ªKeage,º with the
body of her prior knowledge in a consistent manner. Hypothesis
A above claims that the degree in which she has succeeded in
this, is signaled by the prosodic/temporal characteristics of her
utterance. Hypothesis B goes further and claims that an utter-
ance of ªKeageº in this timing potentially has different grounding
functions, depending on what the above prosodic/temporal cues
signal about the speaker's integration rate.

Earlier [11, 9], we conducted an observational analysis, designed
mainly to test HypothesisA.Wecompiled a corpus of spontaneous
spoken dialogues, with various tags pertinent to our purpose,
extracted instances of echoic responses from this corpus, and
investigated their behaviors insofar as they were recorded in the
corpus. This approach had the advantage of allowing us to see
actual examples of echoic responses in a least biased setting, and
thus putting appropriate constraints on our view of their functions.
We will present a part of this earlier research in section 2, as far
as it is relevant to the purpose of this paper.

In section 3, we will start presenting newly conducted research
based on the experimental method, which works complemen-
tarily with the observational analysis. Unlike the observational
approach, this approach arti®cially modi®es a particular feature
of echoic responses, and investigates the contrast between two
groups of echoic responses that differ minimally in that feature.
Although this approach sacri®ces the naturalness of the samples
under investigation, it allows us more focused and controlled in-
vestigation into the particular aspects of echoic responses we are
interested in.



Ourgoal is to combine the results of these two lines of analyses and
to see to what extent our main hypotheses are to be maintained.
We will undertake in sections 4 and 5 separate evaluations of
Hypotheses A and B in this light, as well as discussions of the
remaining issues.

2. OBSERVATIONAL APPROACH

2.1. Methods

Data Weconducted an analysis on actual occurrences of echoic
responses extracted from a corpus of dialogue data we earlier
collected. Our corpus consists of two-party face-to-face task-
oriented dialogues in Japanese in which the participants engage
in block construction tasks in a sound-isolated studio, where one
participant (instructor) verbally gives instructions, referring to a
set of pictures for target block con®gurations, to the other partici-
pant (constructor), who in turn tries to recreate the con®gurations
out of the set of blocks available to her. Both the target pictures
and the blocks were kept invisible from the other party until both
sides agreed that they had completed the constructions. Both par-
ticipants were allowed to make gestures while communicating,
but the instructor could not physically touch any of the blocks.

Weanalyzed three dialogues, each between twoparticipants famil-
iar with one another. The speech materials from both participants
were digitally recorded on separate channels, and transferred to a
computer at a sampling frequency of 20KHz. They were subse-
quently divided automatically by power measurements into ªUt-
teranceUnits (UUs),º consecutive stretches of speech bounded by
silence.

Echoic Response Repeats can be classi®ed according to a num-
ber of different criteria. They can be classi®ed in terms of who
makes the repeats, into self-repetitions, or into other-repetitions.
They can be classi®ed in terms of forms of repeats, ranging from
an exact repetition to a paraphrase. They can also be classi®ed
in terms of the number of intervening turns before them, or into
immediate and delayed repetitions.

For the present study, we focused on immediate other-repetitions,
e.g., echoic responses. Taking the UU as the unit of analysis,
ªechoingº was operationalized in the following way:

A sequence of UUs (X) made in a turn and another
sequence of UUs (Y) made in the directly following
turn are echoic pairs if and only if a sequence of morae
that occupies a half or more of Y has already appeared
in X or is a semantic paraphrase of a part of X.

We imposed two further conditions to guarantee that repeats are
genuine instances of echoic responses. First, only repeats coming
from the responder were considered, and ªinitiatesº and ªrepairs,º
which do not constitute responses to previous utterances, were
excluded. Secondly, we omitted repeats in standardized open-
ing/closing sequences, such as those in greetings, e.g., ªmosi-
mosiº(hello). Given these restrictions, the de®nition given above
resulted in a total of 71 repeat occurrences in our corpus.

Integration Rating We assigned, to each instance of the echoic
responses, an information integration rating, which is a measure
for the degree in which the responder had integrated the repeated
information into her body of knowledge. Integration rating in-
volves a 5-point scale ranging from minimal integration (score 1)
to full integration (score 5).

Ratings were ®rst made by means of a consensus labeling among
three of the authors. Both the speech and transcription of each
instance were presented to them, which they examined until a
consensus was reached. To test the reliability of the labelings
so obtained, they additionally conducted a follow up experiment,
in which seven instances of repeats were taken randomly from
each of the ®ve integration categories and were subjected to in-
tegration ratings by three subjects (two females and one male).
Ratings were made several times to guarantee the stability of the
rate assignment, and the last ratings were compared with those
obtained in a consensus labeling operation.

Prosodic/Temporal Features For prosodic and temporal fea-
tures of speech, we considered the following four features, which
we think are the most signi®cant in their dialogue functions. They
cover categorical and continuous features. Categorical features
were obtained by manual labeling, and continuous features were
obtained through automatic procedures.

Boundary Tone: Repeat instances were categorized in terms of
their ®nal intonation patterns. A variant of J-ToBI [13] labels
was assigned to repeat instances by an independent researcher
who was not aware of the purpose of the current research. We
made a simple distinction between high-ending contours, which
include a simple rise (H%) and a fall-rise (L%H%), and low-
ending contours, which include a simple fall (L%) and a rise-fall
(L%HL%).
Pitch Registers: Pitch registers, which refer to the fact that ut-
terances can be made in a low voice or in a high voice, were
measured as the F0 mean per utterance unit.
Tempo: The normalized average mora duration per utterance unit
was chosen as a measure of the articulation rate. Using tran-
scriptions of speech data, mora labels were ®rst automatically
time-aligned, and average mora durations were calculated and
normalized with respect to durational variations among vowels.
Delay: Delay was measured as the duration between the offset of
repeated fragment and the onset of a repeating fragment. A large
negative number re¯ects overlap, whereas a large positive number
re¯ects a considerable delay.

2.2. Results

Labeling Reproducibility The reliability of a labeling scheme
is a basic, but often hard to con®rm, requirement in corpus-based
research. The kappa coef®cient of agreement [10], which takes
into account chance level biases, has been widely accepted by
many researchers as one of the most useful measures of such
reliability [2, 6]; a value of 0.8 or higher is generally regarded as
indicating agreement with a high reliability.

We calculated � coef®cients between integration rate labels ob-
tained in the consensus labeling and those obtained from each
of the three independent subjects. Calculations were performed
under the ªstrict matchº criterion and the ªloose matchº crite-
rion. For the former, only strictly equal ratings were considered
as indicating agreement, whereas for the latter, up to one point
differences were deemed to indicate agreement. We obtained an
average pairwise � score of 0.58 for the strict match, and 0.84

for the loose match1. These results showed that even though the
inter-labeler reliability for the integration ratings was not high
enough for strict ®ve category distinction, we could claim a suf-
®ciently high inter-labeler reliability by slightly weakening the
rating agreement criterion.

1The loose match condition guarantees a higher observed value than
the strict match condition, but it also gives a lower expected value, so we
cannot say that the loose match condition necessarily produces higher �
coef®cients.



Table 1: Distributions of boundary tones relative to integration
ranges.

[1] [2345] [12] [345] [123][45] [1234] [5]
L% 5 42 16 31 28 19 34 13
H% 8 16 13 11 20 4 24 0

Table 2: Distributionsof continuous features of echoic responses.

Temp Delay Pitch
mean s.d. mean s.d. mean s.d.

[1] 4.96 0.66 7.49 0.52 4.90 0.36
[2345] 4.61 0.73 7.00 1.04 4.80 0.25
[12] 4.84 0.52 7.40 0.46 4.89 0.26
[345] 4.55 0.82 6.88 1.18 4.76 0.27
[123] 4.80 0.50 7.31 0.39 4.87 0.28
[45] 4.40 1.01 6.65 1.56 4.70 0.22

[1234] 4.76 0.47 7.17 1.00 4.84 0.27
[5] 4.28 1.34 6.76 0.70 4.69 0.25

Prosodic/Temporal Features and Integration We next looked
into the question of whether and to what degree the ®ve prosodic
and temporal features, taken individually, of echoic responses
re¯ect the degree of information integration of the responder.
To that end, we applied statistical tests to see if we could ®nd
statistically signi®cant distributional differences of feature values
between integration and disintegration responses.

We ®rst categorized echoic responses into integration and disinte-
gration categories based on the consensus labeling of integration
rates. There are four different ways to divide the 5-point scale
of integration ratings into binary integration/disintegration cate-
gories: [1]-[2345], [12]-[345], [123]-[45], and [1234]-[5]. We
examined all of these possibilities.

For the categorical feature, boundary tone, we applied a �2 test
for distributional differences. Table 1 gives the distribution of
features between the integration and disintegration responses. Re-

sults of the�2 tests are shown in Table 3. The tables show that, for
boundary tone, there are signi®cant distributional differences in
three out of four possible divisions of integration/disintegration.
The results also indicate that a high boundary tone is more prob-
able in disintegration responses.

For the continuous features, tempo, delay, and pitch, we applied
t-tests for distributional differences. Original feature values were
®rst converted by logarithmic transformation to satisfy the nor-
mality of the distribution. Table 2 summarizes the values of the
mean and standard deviations of these continuous features. Slow
tempo, long delay and high pitch tend to be associated with disin-
tegration responses. Table 3 summarizes the results of the t-tests.
The results show that for all three continuous features, there are
signi®cant distributional differences in the [123]-[45] division;
further differences are also found in [1234]-[5] for tempo, and in
[12]-[345] for delay.

These results clearly indicate that the four prosodic and temporal
features examined here re¯ect the degree of information integra-
tion, suggesting the possibility that they play important roles in
actual dialogues with their signaling potentials.

3. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH

Our experiment had two parts. As with the observational analysis
reported above, experiment 1 aiming at determining (1) whether
the prosodic/temporal features of echoic responses have any po-
tential to signal the degrees in which their speakers have inte-
grated the repeated information. Experiment 2 goes further and
addresses the issue of the grounding functions of echoic responses.
In particular, we examine (2) whether and to what extent the in-

Table 3: Statistical tests for differences between integration and
disintegration.

[1] [2345] [12] [345] [123] [45] [1234] [5]
B.T. �

2(1) 5:47� 2:66 4:09� 8:13��

Tempo t(69) 1:61 1:64 2:20� 2:19�

Delay t(69) 1:62 2:23� 2:75�� 1:38
Pitch t(69) 1:28 1:94+ 2:55� 1:88+

��
p < :01 �

p < :05 +
p < :1

tegration rates associated with echoic responses determine their
grounding functions, and (3) how the prosodic and temporal fea-
tures of echoic responses are directly related to their grounding
functions.

3.1. Methods

Experiment 1 In the ®rst experiment, we arti®cially manip-
ulated prosodic/temporal characteristics of the echoic response
portions of the speech, and examined the effects they have on
the signaling potentials of the speaker's degree of information
integration. Speech analysis, modi®cation and synthesis program
STRAIGHT [7] was employed to manipulate speech characteris-
tics of the echoic responses and to obtain high-quality synthesized
speech. Among the prosodic/temporal characteristics of speech,
we chose to manipulate tempo, delay and pitch because of their

ease of controlled manipulation2 The manipulated speech materi-
als were then presented to a set of subjects to obtain information
integration ratings.

Based on the statistical analysis on all 71 instances of echoic re-
sponses, the high and the low target values were determined for
each of the three features. Total of 27 instances (9 for each feature)
of echoic responses were chosen and speech materials were con-
structed out of them together with their surrounding utterances.
Manipulation of speechmaterials was performed by the following
procedure: (1) Analyze each speech material with STRAIGHT
speech processing package; (2) Create a high value sample and a
low value sample by setting the selected feature parameter for the
echoic response portion to the high and to the low target values
and by setting the non-selected feature parameters to their average
values; (3) Synthesize target speech materials with the modi®ed
parameters. Manipulated speech materials were presented in ran-
dom order to a group of subjects, who were then asked to rate
them in terms of the 5-point scale information integration rat-
ings. Both speech and its transcription were presented for ease
of comprehension. A total of 16 subjects, 8 males and 8 females,
participated in the experiment.

Experiment 2 The second experiment was designed to address
the issue of grounding functions of echoic responses. The subjects
were asked to assess the grounding functions being performed
with the given instances, rather than the integration rates of their
speakers.

A total of 19 instances were chosen, out of the 71 echoic responses
in our corpora, by taking into account the distributional balance

2Even though we fully realize the importance of the boundary tone
feature, e.g., it exhibited the strongest correlation with integration ratings
in our observational analysis, and it has also been pointed out [15] that in-
tonational contour contributes to determining the functions of redundant
utterances, we decided not to manipulate boundary tone feature in this
study. This is because there simply are too many variables in construct-
ing intonational contours to reliably explore all the possible intonational
patterns and to come up with a pair of minimally contrasting patterns.
Identifying the structure of the space of intonational contours is itself an
interesting research issue.



Table 4: Distributional differences of mean integration scores for
the two conditions on prosodic and temporal features.

25% 50%(Median) 75%
tempo slow 2.75 3.10 3.40

fast 3.12 3.45 3.67
delay long 2.90 3.50 3.75

short 3.60 4.00 4.45
pitch high 2.75 3.10 3.25

low 3.00 3.25 3.77

of both integration rates and temporal/prosodic features. Out of
each instance, the ªnegativeº sample was created by changing
the text of the UU directly preceding the echoic response. This
modi®cation was realized by completely replacing utterances of
one participant with utterances produced by another speaker who
mimic the original speaker's speech in all respect except for the
textual content of the target UU. The negative version of a sample
containing the following exchange would be created by substitut-
ing A's utterance with ªano hiroi houo maemukini site (Well...the

larger side should face front).º B's response, ªuemukini site (Face
up),º would then cease to be an accurate echoic response to A's
preceding instruction, while all of the temporal and prosodic fea-
tures remain untouched.

(1) A: ano hiroi houo uemukini site
(Well...the larger side should face up.)

B: uemukini site
(Face up.)

The reason why we took pains to create these negative versions
is to compare the subjects' judgments of grounding function in
the positive cases and the negative cases. We are concerned with
the possibility that the subjects are inclined to assess an echoic
response to perform an acknowledgment whenever it correctly
duplicates the information given before, and to perform a request-
repairwhenever it duplicates the information incorrectly. Wewant
to see whether and to what extent the subjects' judgments of the
grounding function of an echoic response is affected by this factor
of ªinformational accuracy,º as opposed to the integration rate
and the prosodic/temporal features associated with the instance.
All positive and negative samples were combined and made into
two complementary sets of samples. They were presented in
random order to a group of 16 subjects, who were then asked to
assess whether the speaker is trying to do an acknowledgment or
a request-repair.

3.2. Results

Prosodic/Temporal Features and Integration Table 4 shows
the distributional differences of mean integration rate scores ob-
tained from our subjects for the two target conditions on each of
the three features: tempo, delay and pitch. The ®gures in the
table are the integration rate scores at 25%, 50% and 75% points
in the respective distributions. Wilcoxon signed-ranks tests were
applied to the data, and signi®cant differences were found in all
three features ( tempo: z = 2:35; p < :01, one-tailed test; delay:
z = 1:71; p < :05, one-tailed test; pitch: z = 2:73; p < :01,
one-tailed test). Fast tempo, short delay and low pitch were rated
signi®cantly higher in terms of information integration signaling
than slow tempo, long delay and high pitch, respectively. These
results clearly con®rmed our ®ndings obtained in our corpus-
based observational analysis.

Integration and Grounding Acts Tables 5 and 6 show the
subjects' judgments of grounding acts in experiment 2, where the

Table 5: Distributions of the judgments of repair-request (Req-
rep) and acknowledgment (Ack) in relation to the speakers' inte-
gration ranges; the results are shown separately for the positive
samples, the negative samples, and the entire samples.

Positive Negative Entire
Req-rep Ack Req-rep Ack Req-rep Ack

[12] 52 12 54 10 106 22
[3] 19 13 22 10 41 23
[45] 5 51 13 43 18 94

Table 6: Distributions of the judgments of repair-request (Req-
rep) and acknowledgment (Ack) in relation to the boundary tones
(B.T.), tempos, delays, and pitches of echoic responses.

Positive Negative Entire
Req-rep Ack Req-rep Ack Req-rep Ack

B.T. H% 54 18 54 18 108 36
L% 21 59 35 45 56 104

tempo slow 58 38 66 30 124 68
fast 18 38 23 33 41 71

delay long 31 33 38 22 69 59
short 45 43 51 37 96 80

pitch high 50 30 58 22 108 52
low 26 46 31 41 57 87

judgments on the positiveversions and the negativeversions of the
samples are displayed separately, along with the merged results.

In Table 5, the judgments are sorted horizontally by integration
ranges associated with the assessed instances. As the merged re-
sult shows, there are clear distributional differences of grounding-
act judgments over different ranges of integration rates: echoic re-
sponses with higher integration rates tend to be judged to perform
acknowledgment while those with lower integration rates tend to

be judged to perform request-repair (�2
(2) = 110:34; p < :01).

Furthermore, this distributional difference is preserved both in

the positive samples (�2
(2) = 63:91; p < :01) and the negative

samples (�2
(2) = 47:77; p < :01).

Prosodic/Temporal Features and Grounding Acts Table 6
shows the subjects' judgments on the grounding functions in re-
lation to the prosodic/temporal features of the instances being

assessed. The �2 test shows signi®cant distributional differ-

ences for boundary tones (�2
(1) = 47:21; p < :01), tempos

(�2
(1) = 21:20; p < :01), and pitches (�2

(1) = 22:69; p < :01)
of the entire samples, indicating that echoic responses with rising
boundary tones or slow tempos or high pitches tend to be judged
to perform repair-request, while those with falling tones or fast
tempos or low pitches tend to be judged to perform acknowledg-
ment. The same level of distributional differences are also found
in the positive cases and the negative cases separately, indicating
that the observed correlation overrides the difference in contex-
tual accuracy of the instances. On the other hand, no signi®cant
distributional difference are found for delay, either in positive,
negative, or entire samples.

4. HYPOTHESES EVALUATION

Let us review the observational and the experimental results pre-
sented so far, and examine to what extent our main hypotheses
are supported by them in combination.

4.1. Hypothesis A

Hypothesis A claims that the prosodic and temporal features of
an echoic response carry information about the degree in which
the speaker has integrated the repeated information into her body
of knowledge. Do our results support this claim?



Delay Our observational analysis shows, for the actual 71 in-
stances of echoic responses in our corpus, that there is a strong
tendency (p < :01) that the speaker's integration is in the range
[123] when an echoic response start with a longer delay, while
the integration is in the range [45] when the response starts with
shorter delay. An analogous tendency was found for the division
[12]-[345], although with a moderate strength (p < :05). Thus,
a longer delay can be used as a fairly reliable signal to a lower
degree of integration, and a shorter delay as a fairly reliable signal
to a higher degree of integration.

In fact, when we created minimal pairs of echoic responses that
differ only in length of delay, we found a strong tendency (p <
:01) that our subjects assess the speakers' integration highly for
the samples with shorter delays and lowly for those with longer
delays. Since our subjects had no other cues than length of delay
that differentiate the minimal pairs, we must conclude that short
delays functioned as cues to high integrations while long delays
functioned as cues to low integrations.

Thus, in the case of delay, both observational and experimental
analysis strongly support Hypothesis A.

Pitch and Tempo Our observational analysis shows that there
is a moderate tendency (p < :05) that the speaker's integration
rate is in the range [123] when an echoic response has a higher
pitch or a slower tempo, while the integration is in the range [45]
when a response has a lower pitch or a faster tempo.

Our experimental analysis provides a stronger evidence. Our
subjects evaluated the speaker's integration differently in the cases
where two instances differ only in their pitches or tempos, while
there is a strong uniformity in their differentiation (p < :01):
evaluations are uniformly low for those with higher pitches or
slower tempos and high for those with lower pitches or faster
tempos.

Thus, in the cases of pitch and tempo, our experimental analysis
strongly supports Hypothesis A, while the support provided by
our observational analysis is more moderate.

Boundary Tone In our observational analysis, we found a
strong tendency (p < :01) that the speaker's integration rate is
in the range [1234] when an an echoic response has a rising
boundary tone, while the integration is in the range [5] when an
echoic response has a falling boundary tone. Similar tendencies,
though more moderate (p < :05), were also observed for inte-
gration range pairs [1][2345] and [123][45]. Although we could
not obtain an experimental con®rmation of this tendency, due to
technical dif®culties involved in creating good minimal pairs of
echoic responses that differ only in their boundary tones, our ob-
servational analysis strongly support Hypothesis A in the case of
boundary tone.

4.2. Hypothesis B

Hypothesis B claims that an echoic response can have more than
one grounding functions due to the variability of the speaker's
integration rates signaled by its temporal and prosodic features.

The results of experiment 2 show a clear distributional difference
(p < :01) of judgments on acknowledgments and repair-requests
over the three integration ranges [12], [3], and [45], where in-
stances falling in the lower integration range [12] tend to be judged
to perform repair-request, while those falling in the higher inte-
gration range [45] tend to be judged to perform acknowledgment.

This strong tendency is preserved in the group consisting only
of positive samples, and in the group consisting only of nega-
tive samples. This indicates that echoic responses are judged
to perform acknowledgment even when they fail to be accurate
duplications of the information given in the preceding turn, and
to perform repair-request even when they duplicate the given in-
formation. Thus, the speakers' integration rates are a dominant
factor that divide the subjects' classi®cations of acknowledgment
and repair-request, irrespective of the contextual accuracy of the
echoic responses being assessed.

Now, our observational analysis and experiment 1 have already
con®rmed that certain temporal and prosodic features of echoic
responses have the potential of signaling the speaker's integration
rates. Thus, the above ®nding completes the two-step connection
asserted by Hypothesis B, namely, the connection from tempo-
ral/prosodic features to integration rates and to grounding acts.
Moreover, experiment 2 also shows that there is a direct corre-
lation from boundary tones, pitches, and tempos to our subjects'
judgments on acknowledgment and repair-request.

5. DISCUSSIONS

Thus, both hypotheses A and B are supported by our observa-
tional and experimental results, indicating that with their infor-
mational potentials to the speakers' integration rates, the tempo-
ral and prosodic features of echoic responses contribute to the
performance of repair-request and acknowledgment. This, how-
ever, does not mean that for every echoic response, single tem-
poral/prosodic features (such as long delay, high pitch, or slow
tempo) uniquely classify its grounding function into acknowledg-
ment or repair-request. In particular, there remain two important
possibilities, namely, the possibilities of combinatorial signals to
integration rates and of neutral echoic response.

5.1. Combinatorial Signals

Although long/short delays, high/low pitches, rising/falling tones,
and fast/tempos were all shown to have some informational po-
tentials to the relevant speaker's integration rate, it is possible
that none of these temporal/prosodic features signal a suf®ciently
narrow range of integration required for the performance of ac-
knowledgment or repair request, and that the required range is
signaled only when such a temporal/prosodic feature is combined
with some other features.

To understand how this is a possibility, assume a single
prosodic/temporal feature, say long delay, indeed signals the
speaker's integration to be in the range [345]. Then certainly,
long delay has an informational potential to the speaker's integra-
tion rate, as our observational and experimental analyses indicate.
But suppose that for an echoic response to act as acknowledg-
ment, the speaker must be signaled to be in a narrower range of
integration, say [5]. That is, the speaker's integration must be
signaled to be ªvery high,º rather than just ªnot low.º In this
case, the signal provided by long delay is not strong enough to
let the echoic response perform acknowledgment. Thus, it may
well be the case that long delay contributes to the performance of
acknowledgment only when it co-occurs with some other feature
that complements it to signal the suf®ciently narrow integration
range [5].

All these assumptions are compatible with our ®ndings in this
paper, since the statistical analyses we applied to the relationship
between prosodic/temporal features and integration rates are de-
signed to check the existence of global distributional differences,
and are just not ®ne-grained enough to determine the exact ranges



of integration rates signaled by individual prosodic/temporal fea-
tures. Likewise our statistical analyses on the relationship be-
tween integration rates and grounding functions fail to spec-
ify what range of integration rates need be signaled for an
echoic response to perform acknowledgment or repair-request.
It seems important, therefore, to ®ll this gap in future research
and to seriously explore the informational potentials of multiple
prosodic/temporal features to signal narrower integration ranges.

5.2. Neutral Cases

Given the above considerations, it can be easily seen to be pos-
sible that for some echoic response, no features or combinations
of features signal suf®ciently narrow ranges of integration for
the performance of acknowledgment and repair-request. Obvi-
ously, the grounding act performed by such an utterance should
not require the same strong signals as required for these standard
acts. In fact, an observational analysis reported in [9] positively
suggested the existence of a large number of such instances, and
we characterized the grounding function performed by those in-
stances as display. There, the act of display is a non-committal
and conditional act, which demands, ®guratively, ªtake this as
an acknowledgment if the repetition is correct, otherwise take
this as a request-repair.º Due to this non-committal nature, the
act of display can be performed without any strong signal to the
speaker's integration or disintegration, and thus it appears to be
a natural grounding function to be attributed to those ªneutralº
echoic responses.

In fact, experiment 2 described above was originally conceived
to establish the validity of this notion of display. The expectation
was that if our samples contain a signi®cant number of instances
acting as display, then their conditional nature should increase
the number of acknowledgment judgments in the positive con-
dition and increase the number of request-repair judgments in
the negative condition. But this prediction was not born out by
the experiment. The judgments of acknowledgment and request-
repair were almost uniform across the positive and the negative
conditions.

This could be either (1) because the prosodic and temporal char-
acteristics of speech determine the kinds of grounding acts (in-
cluding display) much more strongly than we expected, and the
subjects' judgments themselves arenot affectedby the textual con-
texts surrounding the echoic responses in question, or (2) because
changing the text conditions produces other types of grounding
functions, such as repair, in some of the negative condition in-
stances, and might have obscured the subjects' judgments.

In any case, no matter whether these assessments based on our
previous work may turn out to be true, it is important to real-
ize that interesting issues still remain concerning the possibil-
ity of neutral instances and their possible grounding functions.
Furthermore, although we have been focusing our attention on
backward-looking grounding acts such as acknowledgment or
repair-request, the possibilities (1) and (2) above suggest that
echoic responses could perform forward-looking grounding acts,
such as initiate and repair. The effect of prosodic and tempo-
ral features of echoic responses upon these new candidates of
grounding functions presents us another interesting set of issues.

6. CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of our earlier observational analysis and our new
experimental analysis, we evaluated two hypotheses, claiming (a)
the potentials of the prosodic and temporal features of echoic
response to signal the degrees in which the speaker has integrated

the repeated information into her body of knowledge, and (b)
the co-variability of the grounding functions of echoic responses
with the speakers' integration rates indicated by prosodic and
temporal cues. We could con®rm (a) for delay, pitch, tempo, and
boundary tone, and the claim (b) was also strongly supported.
Our results, however, leave rooms for the possibility of echoic
responses for which no strong information is available about the
speakers' integration rates, and for the possibility of more than
two features of echoic responses complementing each other to
signal stronger information.
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